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POST GRADUATE STUDY 
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JOHN mVIKG 
"Structuralism is the search for unsuspected harmonies. 
It is the discovery of a system of relations latent 
in a series of ohjects," ' 
CLAUIE lEVI-S'IEAUSS 
The aim of studying at Canberra School of Art during 1982/83, vras to 
continue an interest in tvro opposing ideas, nature and culture. These themes 
for me have resulted in totems. 
Totemism is concerned with the different relationships between culture 
and nature. These relationships have enabled man to distinguish himself from 
nature. These ideas reflect the position that man has built, for we live in 
a world that we ourselves made. Culture has distinguished man from nature. 
For most people, nature has been replaced by the culture of congestion, of 
cities ajid mass media. 
The totems I have made generally reflect a balance between horizontal 
and vertical forms. They are concerned with modular and symmetrical design. 
These ciiltural forms reflect an interest in building constructions and grids. 
With the use of box plaster moulds and the extruder, I have made clay totems 
that have taken a humanized form in their symmetry and scale. The geometrical 
shapes are strongly associated with architectural elements such as the sqiiare, 
circle or arch, and rectangle. The more natural, rock-like totems, reflect 
too, an interest in human forms, specifically in relation to human forms in 
landscapes. 
I have become interested in prehistoric stone structures. These objects 
are filled with a sense of timelessness, and are the beginnings of our culture. 
Incisions on stones are more than decoration, they can reflect maps, words and 
symbols of existanoe. Stones are frequent images of the self for they are 
unchanging and lasting. They have 'eternal' qualities that can act as memorials 
or have some special beauty as can be seen in Japanese art gardens, (l) 
Comparison - Stone Islands 
(1)......If art may be defined as an awareness of the psychological 
tension of mankind, the dry-landscape gardens represent art of a very high level. 
mSAO raYAKAlA, "The Garden Art of Japa^", VOL. 28 I979 Tokyo 
'f wf < im^BM 
Japanese Buddhist Stone Sculpture 
With working these two themes, nature and cultiire, I have seen the 
constant relationship between art and religion. The Intertwined history 
of religion and art, reaching back to prehistoric times, is a record that 
our ancestors have left symbols that are still moving and meaningful to us. 
The cultural anthropologist, Levi-Strauss, noticed the relationship between 
nature and culture. For Levi-Strauss, the most fundamental binary opposition 
continues to be the cultural (fire and water) and nattire (air and earth). 
Within the hermetic tradition these are referred to as Cosmos (culture) and 
Chaos (nature). 
These opposing themes are interesting in relation to ceramic art. The 
alchemical ritual implication is obviously a very important symbol. The 
notion of clay working as a process and transformation of matter has a 
definite religious significance. 
Valery, "On the Pre-eminent Dignity of the Arts of Fire", insists that, 
because of its domination by chance, its dependence on fire, ceramics is at 
once the most sophisticated and mysterious premordial art: 
"The nobility of an art depends on the purity of the desire 
that gives rise to it, and the artist's uncertainty as to the 
happy outcome of his activity. The more uncertain he is of 
the results of his effects; an account of the nature of the material 
he wrestles with and the means he employs for subjugating it, the 
purer is his desire and the more evident his worth. Among all the 
arts, I know of none more hazardous; none less certain of the 
outcome and consequently more noble, than those which call for the 
use of fire. By their nature they exclude or punish any negligence, 
allow no relaxation or respite, no fluctuations of thought, courage 
or temper. They emphasize, in its most dramatic aspect, the close 
combat between man and form. Fire, their essential agent, is also 
their greatest enemy....All the fire workers admirable viligance 
and all the foresight learned from experience, from his knowledge 
of properties of heat, of its critical stages, of the temperature 
of fusions and reactions still leaves immense scope for the noble 
element of uncei-tainty. They caji never abolish chance. Eisk 
remains the oominating ajid as it were, the sanctifying element of 
this great art." 
Alchemy is the act of transmitting base metals into silver and gold by 
freezing the crude materials from their impurities. The strange belief that 
such a procedure might be undertaken, derives from the natural philosophy of 
the Hellenistic alchemists. 
stone sculpture representing human form 
(2) The Alchemical Squaring of The Circle. 
Make a circle out of a man and woman, derive from it a square, 
and from the square a triangle: make a circle and you will 
have the philosophers stone. 
The square represents the four elements. The circle signifies 
the stones transformation into permanent redness; by this action 
woman turns into man and they become a unity...in which there is 
rest and eternal peace. The triangle denotes the unity of body, 
spirit and soul. 
Here followetK tKeTigure conteyning all 
the fecrers of tKelreatife botli ^reat fmall 
382. Resting unity of the sexes in the 'sexless' nucleus of the great, or primal, stone. 
Basing their theory of nature on Aristotle they assumed that the 
basis of the material world was prima materia, or prime, chaotic matter, 
which might only come into actual existance if impressed by form. Out 
of the swirling chaos of the prima materia, form ai^se in the shape of 
the four elements; fire, air, earth and water. By blending these simple 
bodies in certain proportions, God finally succeeded in creating out of 
the prime matter the limitless varieties of life. 
I have been particularly interested in this idea, for the four 
elements, fire, air, earth and water reflect the ceramic process in 
its grossest state. The result of the four elements for the ceramic 
sculptor is stone. When one is working with clay, it is easy to think 
in terms of time, earth and fire. 
Stone sculpture contains sacred symbols and meanings for the sculptor 
to use. It has an amazing visxial history since primitive societies began. 
Ify work reflects the primitive tendency to give stone a hint of human form. 
The self expression of the stone gives the presence of the stone 'speaking 
for itself , to reveal its spirit. 
Carl Jung, in "Man and his Symbols", writes that "according to 
Christian ecclesiastical symbolism, Christ is 'the stone which the 
builders rejected' which became 'The head of the comer' (Luke XX:17). 
Alternatively he is called the 'spiritual rook from which the water of 
life springs' (1 Cor. X:4). Medieval alchemists, who searched for the 
secret of matter in a presoientific \-ia.y, hoping to find God in it, or at 
least the working of divine activity, believed that this secret was emb-
odied in their famous 'philosophers stone'. ( 2 ) But some of the alchem-
ists dimly perceived that their much sought-after stone was a symbol of 
something that can be found only witnin the psyche of man. An old 
Arabian alchemist, Morienus said, "This thing (the philosophers stone) 
is extracted from you: you are its mineral, and one can find it in you; 
or, to put it more clearly, they (the alchemists) take it from you. If 
you recognize this, the love and approbation of the stone will grow with-
in you. Know that this is true without doubt." "(p. 210) 
I am including much of the philosophy and ideas that are the found-
ation of my work, I believe that although the artist is concerned with 
aesthetics and the relationships of work to the spectator, the concept 
is paramount. The visual forms indicate the concepts imderlying and 
reflecting. 
E i a M E m 
Earth 
Water 
Air 
Fire 
HDMOPR 
Melancholy 
Phelgm 
Blood 
Choler 
COMMON QUALITY 
Cold & Dry 
Cold & Moist 
Hot & Moist 
Hot & Dry 
Cerajnic Works 
"Islands" 
(4) COMPASS POINTS OF COMSCIOUSNESS 
, Senses 
Signalling the presence of the object and informing 
generally of events in the exterior world of time 
amd spaces. 
Senses 
Intellect; the 
mental capacity 
for oollecting 
& ordering 
deductive & ind-
uctive conscious 
events, thus con-
veying practical 
& constructive 
understanding 
Feeling; emotional 
reactions & devel-
oped sentiments by 
which we tend to 
impart value to 
conscious events. 
Intuition 
Ground of Consciousness 
or 
Unconscious Base 
Intuition signalling from within, A mode of experiencing 
thought and feeling independently of the senses,..Leading 
to an illumination or apprehension of truth & essential 
relationships, meaning etc. 
The idea of a human form emerging out of the use of stone can be 
seen also in the medieval notion that man is made up of the four elements. 
In Rosinus and Sarratantam Episcopum, one of the oldest alchemical texts 
in Arabian style, is this idea. "This stone is below thee, as to obedience, 
above thee, as to dominion, therefore from thee, as to knowledge, about thee, 
as to equals,,..this stone is something which is fixed more in thee (than 
elsewhere), created of God, and thou art its ore, and it is extracted from 
thee, and wheresoever thou art it remains inseperably with thee,..And as man 
is made up of the four elements, so also is the stone, and so it is (dug) 
out of man, and thou art its ore, namely by working, and from thee it is 
extracted, that is, by division, and in thee it remains inseperably, namely 
in the Mercurius of the wise, thou art its ore, that is, it is enclosed in 
thee and thou boldest it secretly; and from thee it is extracted when it is 
reduced (to its essence) by thee and dissolved; for without thee it cannot 
be fulfilled, and without it canst thou not live, and so the end looks to 
the beginning and counterwise." 
The first time I became aware of this rich history of the four elements, 
was from reaaing Shakespeare who uses many literary symbols in such plays as 
'Macbeth' and 'Antony and Cleopatra', In the Elizabethan times the Philosophy 
believed was that mans physical life begins with food, and food is made up 
of the four elements. Pood passes through the stomach to the liver, which 
is lord of the lowest three parts of the body. The liver converts the 
food it receives into four liquid substances, which axe to the hiiman body 
what the elements are to the common matter of the earth. (3) The interest-
ing thing that I found here was the relationship between the self and what 
we call matter, the meaningful coincidence of outer and inner events. 
A similar phenomena concerning outer and inner events is seen in the 
involvement of the artist with the spectator. This idea of outer and inner 
is also a reflection of culture and nature. Culture, reflecting values, 
systems and images of society, is in opposition with nature, which to an 
artist, becomes the individual, natxiralistic selection of concepts, and 
objects containing i)ersonal philosophies. 
In "Art and the Creative Consciousness", Graham Collier writes that 
"the artistic consciousness is involved in a circle of perpetual movement,(4) 
Man projects himself into the world only to be turned back into himself through 
the intensity of his psychic reaction; this mental and emotional activity 
is released in the form of an image and so is returned to the world as a 
work of art." (p. 27-28) 
These ideas reflect my previous idea stated that the objects 
made are the physical representation of thought and study. The value 
of a work of art cannot be seperated from its concrete reality in the 
history of art. 
The viorks I have made have reflected the ideas concerning culture and 
nature. (5) These are complex ideas for they demand aviareness and study on 
a broad scale. I will now describe the specific ideas relating to my work, 
and will include the processes and developments I have taken. 

DIVISION OP NATDEAL AHD CULTURAL lEBMS AS USED BY 
CLAUIE lEVI-STRAUSS AMD HOLAHD EARTHES 
BARTHES: 
NATURAL 
lEVI-
Si'SAUSS: 
Synchronic time 
Continuous elements 
All elements as they are 
foimd in nature (a cont-
inuum without differen-
tiation) 
Female 
That which is a signifier 
(noise, color, line, 
spoken words, etc.) 
Signifier 
Syntagm (contrasts) 
Speech 
Connotation 
Phoneme: Lexicological 
units 
Unmotivated signs 
Plane of expression 
Work 
CULTURAL 
Diachronic time 
Discrete elements 
Classifications of elements into 
conceptually useful systems 
(as a series of sets) 
Male 
That which is signified (language 
specific form, tonality, singing, 
etc.) 
Signified 
Paradigm or System (relationships) 
Language 
Denotation 
Morpheme: Grammatical units 
Motivated signs 
Plane of content 
Reward 
DIVISION OP NATURAL AND CULTURAL OEBMS APPLIED TO ART ANALYSIS 
NATURAL CULTURAL 
All "real physical entities 
Assertion of the artist's activities 
Contincus time 
Movement within the work (either 
suggested by the artist's 
activities or the subject 
matter) 
Ground 
Emotion 
Mixed series, contrasts, and random 
units 
Environmental 
(unperceived whole) 
The decision as concept 
Assertion of the viewer's perception 
The instant (no time) 
Fixed positions within the work 
Figure 
Meaning 
The unit, object, and sets of 
oppositions within a system 
Ant ienvironmental 
(perceived parts of the whole) 
PART B . 
The works that I have made this year all reflect the concept of the stupa 
totem. The stupa is normally a stone totem that represents the five elements; 
earth, water, fire, air and void (ether). In the Buddhist tradition, the stupa 
is the five female counterparts of the Buddhas. It constitutes the five funda-
mental elements that make up the cosmic world structure, which is the foundation 
of the created world. In addition, as previously mentioned, an individual forms 
his personality from these five forms. 
In Japanese tantric art, the stupa is a three dimensional mandala as the 
five forms reflect what colours do in a mandala: 
"The pure geometry of the five elements is more easily seen 
in a diagram (6) than when transposed into stone (steles), 
wood (pogodas) or hronze (ritual objects). If we superimpose 
one upon the other, the square, the circle, the triangle, the 
half-circle, and the composite cintamini, we can see that the 
square. Earth form of the Garbhadhitu, is the RI, the Principle, 
Innate Reason; the circle, water, f o m of the Vajriadhetu, is 
CHI, is knowledge. I&iowledge placed upon Principle (the Spiritual 
World inseperable from Innate Reason, rooted in it and surmounting 
it) form the Real World, the u n - b o m (and therefore not subject to 
death). The triangle. Fire, surmounted by the half-circle. Air, 
is the same image of the RI-CHI duality. They represent the inan-
imate beings of the phenomenal world; their forms, being b o m of 
the square and the circle, are subject to death. The topmost 
element. Ether, with its composite form of a triangle joined to 
a half-circle, also belongs to the phenomenal world. It is at 
once an ima=.e of animate beings and of the non-duality of the 
two patterns expressed by the two mandalas." 
These definitions of the stupa reflect some of the spiritual and religious 
natures of the object. Although I am interested in these themes aind symbols, 
I have also used the meaning of the stupa in another way. The elements, fire, 
earth, air and water reflect the ceramic process in its grossest state. 
Earth (clay) obviously needs a primary understanding in the making process. 
In my works, I find it necessary to mix my own clay, often recycling of waste 
clay. Using the mixer at Canberra School of Art, I am able to mix in colourants, 
as well as sand ajid grog (bisque fired crushed clay) to establish a sturdy and 
textural clay body. 
(6) THE STDPA SCULPTUBE 
Ether, which fills all space, penetrating everywhere, 
is shaped by association with the brightness of the 
sky, like a ball with a burning point on top -
the cintamani. 
The 4th element Air or Wind a half sphere with its 
curved surface resting on the top of the pja-amid of 
fire suggests instability, motion. 
Fire has the pyramid of flame. 
Water, like life, subject to change, quivering like 
a droplet, is a sphere. 
The Earth image of solidity, strength, immobility, 
ineteria of what supports all, is represented by a 
cube. 
The pogoda is a "teniple and also acts as a shrine, 
for it represents the stupa symbols 
I am able to control the water content as a result of mixing my own clay. 
This is a necessity because working on a vertical sculpture construction 
means it must be made at a dry, leather-hard stage; therefore the clay has 
to be self-supporting. Working with the horizontal format, as with large 
slabs of earth, the clay is worked at a wetter stage, but worked on to a bed 
of sand. This enables shrinkage to occur without risk of cracking. I find 
that drying is a very important factor in the making of the works. The air 
must be constant and uniform as shrinkage must be even. 
These horizontal forms are worked and made essentially upside down. Once 
a piece is dry the form is turned upright, resting on the three tripod points. 
Carving and final cleaning of the piece is done at this stage. The process of 
the hand forming, or tmearthing the piece, is compared to time and erosion acting 
upon landforms. The slabs of earth reflect nature, and in my exhibition pieces, 
are placed against two tall humain-like totems. The piece reflects my ideas con-
cerning culture and nature. 
The vertical forms that I make are a result of two processes. Plaster press 
moulds and the use of the extruder are the means by which a piece is made. The 
extruder compresses the clay through a die. I have made an extruder that has 
enabled me to force out modular components which are interchangeable. These pro-
cesses reflect ray interest in the modular and cultural forms such as buildings 
and grids. The repetition of essential forms reflects architectural interests 
as the constructional shapes are important in design. 
The fire element of the process occurs in two ways. Firstly, all ceramic 
works are bisqued to a high temperature of IIOCC, but this firing is done slowly. 
A hi^ bisque is desired for the extra sand and grog in the clay increases the 
maturing temperat\ire, thus at 1000®C (normal bisque temperature), the clay woiild 
still be weak and chalky. The final firing, either in an electric or gas kiln 
occurs at this stage. Fired to 1260°C the colour and a lot of texture is formed. 
The glazes I have developed have resembled the surfaces of rocks and earth. The 
earth pastes continue the idea of the corroded and peeled surface of the earth, 
such as can be seen in the Island series. The white works entitled "From the 
Seven Days", reflects aai interest in making the works uniform so that the form 
and its texture becomes essential. 
"From the Seven Days" is a textile and ceramic work that is a reflection 
of the music by Karlheinz Stockhausen. The ceramic works are made by the use 
of the extruder and box mould. Both the textile and ceramic works are concerned 
with vertical and horizontal balances. 
The music is the foundation of the work. Karlheinz Stookhausen is a 
musician who works within the classical stream of music, yet uses new teoh-
n iques which include electronic and taped sounds. A twentieth century 
composer, Stookhausen was the first musician to use taped sounds as part of 
the composition; this is known as musique concrete. The seven album box set 
of Stookhausen entitled 'Trom the Seven Days", is the foundation of my works. 
There are thirteen compositions. (7) all with a written score. It is from 
the written score and the music that I have based my works. 
An example of a score from the music is "Connection". Prom the score 
I have underlined what I think to be of the most important ideas and processes. 
It is from the score and music that the making of my work occurs; 
"Each player should successively play vibrations in the rhythm 
of his body-heart-breathing-thinking-lntuitionr-enllghtment- of 
the universe, then mix these vibrations freely and leave enough 
silence between them. At first these seem to be impossible 
requirements - apart from the first three rhythms. But if one 
concentrates sufficiently on the four other rhythms, one gradually 
becomes aware of them. One can experience the rhythm of thinking 
relatively easily (on one's own, but also, and especially, in groups) 
if one closes ope's eyes, allows one's thoughts to run freely and 
taps each time a new thought comes to mind (when the direction of 
thought changes). For the remaining rhythms it is essential that 
one should play in the rhythm and not in the absolute tempo of the 
intuition, of enlightenment, of the universe; and thus that one can 
transpose these rhythms into the time_of a musical performance. The 
rhythm of the intuition becomes clear when one lets thought stand 
still and only plays - or alters a held vibration - when one senses 
an intuitive impulse (when one has a spontaneous "idea", an "inspir-
ation"). As far as enlightenment is concerned, it is generally 
assumed that this rarely or never happens. But in reality it is a 
matter of selection from the intuitive inspirations; only those 
which occur with the certainty of an absolute "rightness", of a 
penetrating, illuminating (sound-) vision are enlightenments. 
Such enlightenments occur from time to time in the playing of 
intuitive music and with particularly well attuned musicians there 
sometimes occur more dense sequences of such musical "enlightenments", 
always linked with an incomparable feeling of happiness and thankful-
ness, and determining the course of the music for a long time. 
Lastly, the rhythm of the universe may be experienced in dreams, 
through meditation on the composition of the heavenly bodies, through 
steeping oneself in astronomy and astrology, and can then be trans-
posed into musical rhythms. 
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(Y) KAHLHEIINZ STOCKHAUSEN "FROM THE SEVEN DAYS" 
Weavlnfc Upwards Intensity Connections 
Ceramic IT Communion Hi^t Durations Unlimited (PAHT l) 
Weaving Unlimited (PAET 2) Night Music Set Sail for the Sun 
Ceramic Meeting Point Dovmi-reirds Gold Dust 
In speaking here of vibrations in general, what is meant is that 
vibrations can be both notes and sounds as well as noises and soimd-
noises which are to be played in the different rhythms. Finally, 
the title implies that all these rhythms are to be connected." 
(Detailed explanation of "From the Seven Days" 
and of "Intuitive Music" 
TEXTE VOL. 3 Verlag Du Mont Schauberg, Cologne) 
These ceramic works "From the Seven Days", are made as quickly and as 
intuitively as possible; I listen to the music and work. The constructions 
are based on a series of rhythmic patterns. The works are concerned with 
positive and negative spaces and it is for this reason they are white and 
black in colour. The patterns occur because of the energy of the music. 
The works become characters of the music, reflecting the musical time, rhythm, 
space, texture and thoughts. 
The extruder is a useful instrument in making constructional parts that 
can be, when dried sufficiently, placed together quickly. The nature of the 
extruder gives a fantastic surface quality that occurs by the tearing of clay 
through the die. These marks are made by chance. The indentations give the 
feeling of corroded or peeled surface. 
The textile works to this series are a continuation of the modular idea 
as well as the shapes of the square, triangle, circle and semi-circle. The 
warp and weft directions are obviously vertical and horizontal planes; the 
balance is weaving. 
The natural, rock-like totems reflect abstractly an interest in human 
forms in stone. As mentioned, prehistoric stone structures have been of 
influence in their arrangement and interpretations. Stones have been used as 
amulets, money and can have magical and religious rites. Stones have been used 
for worship, as boundary markers, and as memorial stones. 
The stone-like totems and their pedestals reflect the four elements. The 
interaction of matter and form gave rise to the four elements, fire, air, water 
ajid earth, which in turn, through their various combinations produced all mat-
erial objects. In a sense, these elements represent what we today consider 
physical properties. A preponderance of earth in a body caused it to be solid, 
water tended to produce liquids or at least substances which could be melted, 
air was aspirit, sometimes equated with the soul by the stoics, and fire repr-
esented the principle of combustion. 
Ceramic Works 
"Prom the Seven Days" 
Japanese Shrine 
All these stone-like totems are called Islands, and are set up in four 
groups of works. The four shapes I have used, the square, circle, triangle, 
and semi-circle are used abstractly in the making of the works. These forms 
are used in the works and then carved and shaped. Otherwise, the shapes are 
drawn onto the sculpture. I have used these shapes in the pedestals also. 
The first group of IslaJids is a group of nine totems (8). The centre 
totem is a stupa sculpture and eight totems surround this form. The Islands 
are always asymmetrical in design which emphasises the artist's design. The 
mandalar-like arrangement reflects isy interest in the eight petal lotus. In 
Buddhist art this mandala represents the nine consciousnesses. The first five 
correspond to what we call the five senses; sight, hearing, smell, taste and 
touch. The sixth is mind, mental awareness. The seventh is what we call 
"the passionate mind", and the eighth, the receptable consciousness and the 
ninth", is the sum of the eight previous ones, the Mahavairocana Buddha. 
Another interpretation of this work is that the central stupa is the centre 
of the universe - Mount Sumeru. The overall sculpture represents nine islands 
or rocks in a pond or sea. It could also be seen as the eight seas of the 
Buddhist creation myth. The sculpture is on a pedestal 4' x 4' x 4' and a 
flat circle of timber with a diameter of 5'10". The pedestal is painted white. 
The next group of Islands is a group of five sculptures ( 9 ) . Once again 
the sculpture is placed on a cubed pedestal which is 2*7" x 2'7" x 2'7", and 
has a flat circle placed upon it the diameter being 2'5". 
The result is a mandala which can be interpreted as the mandala of the five 
wisdoms - the womb pattern mandala in Japanese tantrism reflects the pattern of 
the sculpture I have made. Broken up into North, South, East and West, the 
mandala or lotus flower places importance on the central image, that of the 
Buddha stupa. It is the ninth consciousness, or central consciousness and is 
made up of the sum of the eight previous ones. It can be seen as the means of 
salvation and symbolizes the properties of Ether, the Absolute, 
The Buddha of the East is the receptable or stored consciousness, the one 
which when transformed by practice becomes wisdom. This Buddha of the rising 
sun corresponds to the first stage on the road to salvation. He is the Buddha 
of the hearts awakening of initial Enlightenment, the awakening of thought, 
the first awareness of the fact that through practice I may obtain Enlightenment. 
This Buddha of the beginning is represented by the bija A, the premordial sound, 
corresponding to the first element, earth, in the stupa of the five elements. 
The Buddha of the South, to the right, is an image of the seventh consc-
iousness, the passionate, which practice may transform into the wisdom of natural 
equality. This Buddha also symbolizes the practice of asceticism and the second 
element, water, of the stupa. 
The Buddha of the West is the sixth consciousness, which is the mind. This 
Buddha corresponds to the third stage of practice, the obtaining of bodhi, illum-
ination and to the third element fire, of the stupa. 
The Buddha of the North represents the first five notations of consciousness, 
the five senses which lead to the Wisdoms which produce acts - acts devoted to the 
salvation of being. This is the entry into Nirvana, the result of illmination, 
and so the raudra of this Buddha is that of taking the earth to witness, which is 
estoeric Buddhism symbolizes the Awakening of the historical Buddha. 
The central lotus is a graphic figurative, symbolic representation of our 
own consciousness. The arrangement of the four Tathagatas who radiate from the 
central Mahavairocana Tuthagata tell us about the way our minds work, show us 
the means by which the components of our consciousness may be transformed into 
wisdoms, and how we may become aware of our own fundamental oneness with the 
Ultimate Reality of the Universe. 
The final group of Islands are two groups of three totems (10) on two seperate 
cubed pedestals. Each pedestal is 3' x 5' x 5', and has a flat circle with a 
diameter of 2'10", then a triangle within the circle. Obviously this image is a 
reflection of the stupa. There are also other interpretations and meanings that 
I have given to the work. 
The scalene triangle can represent a scanzon or Buddhist triad grouping, 
which is often seen in the groupings of rocks in Japanese art gardens. The 
triangle also represents the Buddhist idea which is similar to Ikebajna (Japanese 
flower arrangement) that the t hree points of the trinagle can represent heaven, 
earth aind man. Within Western spirituality, the triangle denotes the unity of 
body, spirit and soul. 
I have included some of the ideas as to the thoughts I have had during this 
year, obviously there are other views ajid interpretations to be considered. I 
have been int^erested not only in the concepts behind the works but also the 
materials and methods used. The four elements used, fire, earth, air and water, 
are rich in meaning and as mentioned, represent the ceramic process. The totems 
I have made reflect these thoughts, which specifically relate to the opposing ideas 
of nature and culture, or as seen in the hermei.ic tradition, Chaos and Cosmos. The 
stone-like sculp tures, can be related to past cultural objects. The use of clay 
to form stone can be coinpared to the maicing of earth, the natural process of un-
earthing and forming landmarks. 
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